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DearL

Since my Indosion" in Denver is completed and I shall possibly be here

only a few more days, I would like to write you about recent events here

and about my plans for the future.

As you probably know, a "Track Clinic" for foreign athletes took place

in Fort Collins, Colo., from 2 to 7 June. The participants arrived at

the Denver airport from east and west, from north and south, and were

welcomed by Mr. LOVE, Governor of Colorado; then everyone proceeded to the

Colorado State University at Fort Collins. Some of the athletes got lost

and were found only after a few days because of misunderstandings and

possibly because of a less than perfect organization. One athlete from
for 2 days

Chile and Salvador had been left to his own devices4at some airport,

without any money, food, or a place to sleep. When I met them at the

airport at 3 a.m., they were completely enchaustad and in a sad state.

I took them home, gave them to eat, and they slept for 12 hours.

This had happened because some Southern Airlines had , not accepted the

airplane tickets sent by the State Department. Another group of some

African athletes had been lost for 2 days, on the way from Oregon.

About the "Track Clinic" itself I can say only a few, not very

complimentary words:

1. The classes and the rest of the organization took place like

in the Army; the athletes kept going all week like "wound-up clocks",

a sergeant gave orders, using a whistle, like in a dog-training school 1

2. Many of the athletes had a very poor knowledge of English,

especially those from South and Central America; they got nothing out

of the lectures, since there was no Spanish-English interpreter.
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3. Two representatives of "South Africa" had been invited as coaches

and lecturers; they were excellent persons, but the African athletes,

especially those of the colored race, did not like them since the relations

between South Africa and the other new African countries are rather tense.

4. Some of the invited athletes receited offers to study at several

US universities, with full scholarships; however, the attitude of Sports

International Inc. was completely opposed. Some of the coaches from US

universities were received in a very unfriendly manner and in one case

even rudely, and were even forced to leave.

5. In many universities foreign athletes had not received the

necessary coaching attention and they had not made any progress or

acquired any technical skill in their specialties.

6. In some cases there was not enough to eat, as only two meals a

.day were provided.

7. In speaking with representatives of many countries ) I gained the

impression that this project had not been very well organized and the

general impression was as follows: The US Government had invited these

young men as guests,and if an invited guest is not given the necessary

attention, such as insufficient food in some cases, or insufficient

attention on the sports ground, people begin to wonder why they were ever

invited I

8. Personally,I believe that it would be to the benefit of the US

to invite such athletes if things were better planned and the organization

were headed by persons with more experience in international matters, or

at least if such persons were invited as consultants; in that case there
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would be no misunderstandings and surprises, or bad memories of the

3-month visit in the United States. After all, the purpose of such a

project was to strengthen international relations between athletes.

Personally, I did everything I could so that my two athletes from

Morocco would feel at home, or better; both in their living quarters and

on the sports field. The University of Denver had promised, but did

not help with roam and board, so that I had to look for private accomodations

for the two men, which I was able to find.

They made some progress on the sports fields and on one occasion

Mr. BUSHAIB won 2d place in the 220-yard dash -- 20/3, for which he

received the special appreciation of the Moroccan Government. Mixt

His best time for this distance in MorocCe had been 21.4.

It is not quite clear to me how it happened, byt I received an

offer as "Olympic Track Coach" from the International Sports Inc.

to go to Morocco, which Offer I accepted; however, I have not yet

received a final answer, either from Morocco, or from International

Sports and the State Department.

As I understand, 1. the State Department is unable to pay my

salary, since I am not a US citizen; 2. the Moroccan government would

have to pay my salary; mut 3. the Moroccan government has asked for a

track coach through International Sports Inc. and the State Department;

this coach would be (a) the Morocco Olympic Coach for the Olympic Games
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in Tokyo and would train young track coaches among the Moroccans, and

(b) would give advice on how to improve track activities in that

African country.

4. International Sports and the State Department have promised to

provide the Moroccan Government with all the necessary track equipment.

6. According to what I heard, the Moroccan Ambassador in Washington,

D.C., has said that if the Americans would not send a capable coach,

they would be forced to find a coach among the Russiand. So it is,

in a sense, a itindawk competition, as it happened in India where the

Russians won out, and where several Russian and Hungarian track coaches

are now employed.

6. As I heard from the Moroccan athletes who were in my care

this spring, Morocco had asked for a track coach from the US several

years ago, and one had been sent there. He stayed in Casa Blanca for

several months and did not establish any contacts with the Moroccan

sports authorities; he was seen only once at a sports contest and then

he returned to the US, without having done any work. Therefore, the

Moroccan government is cautious with regard to US track coaches and

they will make their final decision after the return of the Moroccan

athletes to Morocco, as they may want to hear their opinions about me

as a person.

So I am now waiting for this answer. Would y	 7) and your
organization, be interested in my trip to Morocco ? If so, you might

get in touch with Mr. David DICHTER, Secretary General of Sports

International Inc., 3033 Cambridge Place N.W., Washington, D. C.,

Phone 387-2785.



In the event my trip to Morocco is postponed, or if nothing Should

come of it, my plans for the future would be to move as soon as possible

to Los Angeles and look for work there, since I would be unable to

support a family without any income; at present I have no income or

savings of any kind. my son Jurilleft yesterday for his place of

employment: Johns-Manville Research Center, Manville, N.J., Phone RA-29000.

He will start working on 1 July and will continue his studies in September.

The son of one of my friends arrived today from Caracas, Venezuela,

and told me about the latest events in Caracas. As far as he knows and

according to what people say, speedboats sent by Castro arrive almost

every night at the shores of Venezuela, unloading partisans and modern

weapons to arm the local Communists. The present government is said to

be very inactive in opposing the bands of Communists. Although the

newspapers do publish articles against Commoists and against Castro,

nothing is actually done about it. The people are beginning to lose

confidence in the firm attitude of the US, and the general feeling is

that US foreign policy is directly or indirectly supporting Communist

influence in this hemisphere. When I asked, why he thought so, he

replied that the US government was trying to arrest and isolate the

heroic men who had been attempting to land on Castro's island and

organize a resistance Movement. When I asked what the future prospects.

were in Venezuela, he said that as long as Castro remains in power in

Cuba and continues to operate and infiltrate Venezuela, as at present,

Venezuela might be in the hands of Communiste \in about a year's time.



The people's respect for the US,and confidence in US help in combating

Communist bands in Venezuela, was diminishing daily. Communist leaders

were represented in the Venezuela Parliament, who give orders to the

bands on their activities, but only the "little fellows" who have no

general importance or influence are opposed.

Finally, I would like to say that 46 US track team is leaving for
Moscow around 15 July. I have some good friends among the athletes,

(-as well as among the coaches. Would it be desirable to try to establish
.\\

contact with C. :lthrough them ?

In the event my trip to Morocco should take place, I would have to

stop in Washington, D.C., on the way, in which case it might be interesting

to meet personally and talk about the past and the future.

Sincerely yours,

/signed/ Edg. Laipenieks.
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